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Hold the cover/marine west coast page so it is facing you.  
Fold the page in half, hamburger style with the cover on the outside of the fold.  
Make a slight cut about 1/4 of inch above the bottom of the page going from the fold to the right-side of the page.  
Cut up the fold-side of the page until you get about 1/4 of an inch from the top of the page. Cut off the rest of the strip.

Fold the remaining pages in half with the table of contents on top, tropical wet & dry next, and semiarid last, using a hamburger fold.  
With the table of contents page facing you, make a slight cut 1/4 of an inch from the bottom, then cut downward, cutting off the tab.  
Repeat the process for the upper corner.

Holding the pages with the table of contents page facing up, gently fold the pages hotdog style and inward without creasing the pages.

Insert the inner pages into the large cut you made in the first step.

Unfold the middle pages so the inner large tab fits into the large cut you made during the first step.